
The National Retail Federation’s annual Retail’s Big Show 2018 in New York gathered the world’s leading retailers and tech suppliers with a 
well-attended exhibition and inspiring lectures, industry experts and innovative suppliers. The event was attended by over 36 000 participants 
from all over the world, including 700 exhibitors and 200 speakers. This event is considered the world’s greatest retail convention.

Market, a leading business magazine within Swedish retail, and Visma Retail, a market leading retail IT-supplier, participated at the event 
to spot trends and to take part in the shape of the future of retail.

Here is a summary of our observations, an insight into the most significant trends that will have a great impact on the industry now and in 
the future.
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Retail Trends 2018
Five important insights from the world’s biggest retail conference: 
NRF Retail’s Big Show in New York



         Brick and mortar: renew to survive

Creating innovative formats
The brick-and-mortar store can be so much more than just 
a place offering goods. Eataly’s culinary theme park in Bolo-
gna is a great example of maximizing the whole retail experi-
ence. In addition to a wide range of goods, the customer gets 
a sense of the entire food chain. They can see how the salad 
is grown and how pasta is made, as well as actually hunting 
down truffles in the woods. 

Finding new constellations and collaborations
Industry mergers and collaborations can be a win-win for 
both retailers and consumers. Amazon buying Whole Foods 
Market was a game changer where an e-tailer suddenly had 
an extensive brick-and-mortar presence. Another beneficial 
collaboration is Levi’s who chose to start collaborating with a 
vintage competitor to reach out to a younger audience.

Putting technology to use
The ability to deliver truly personal customer service is an 
advantage for the brick-and-mortar stores. London Jewel-
ers goes as far as offering home visits from a personal stylist 
where the stylist handpicks exclusive items before the visit. 

Taking the customer service to the next level 
The buzz about Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality and 
Virtual Reality has been going on for quite some years, and 
finally, we start seeing some in-store implementations. 
Sephora is at the forefront of in-store technology by offering 
a virtual screen where customers can try different shades of 
lipsticks and different types of eyelashes. 

Offering innovative services
Tougher price competition and increased transparency make 
it all harder to make good money on selling products. Offer-
ing in-store services can be a beneficial way to stay profita-
ble. American Eagles Outfitters attract students by offering 
washing machines in their stores. While the laundry is spin-
ning, the customer can spend time trying on new clothes.

         Big or small

There is a polarization going on within today’s retail industry. 
While the biggest players are getting even bigger, consumers 
seek to find small and unique brands and stores who fit their 
lifestyles. 

         Data, data, data

Collecting data is good, but there is no point if you do not 
know how to use it. Now it is all about how to actually process 
and use the data throughout the whole chain. From the ware-
house and the logistics to analyzing the perfect in-store shelf 
location for each item.

         Niched target audience

Coupons and discounts are no longer enough to build a 
long-lasting relationship with the customers. To gain loyalty, 
retailers need to set a niche target audience in order to deliv-
er a clear message about who they are and what they offer. 

         Experimental retailing

In order to be successful, retailers must dare to evolve, re-
think, analyze and keep proactively changing and adapting. 
Today’s customers expect to be pampered, surprised and 
appreciated. The only way to keep their attention is to keep 
developing.
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The brick-and-mortar survival strategies

• Inventive store formats
• Beneficial collaborations
• Innovative services
• Put technology to use
• Increasing the personal customer service

The big players are taking even larger market shares 

which forces smaller retailers to specialize in order to fill a 

gap in the customer’s life. It is becoming more important 

than ever for small players to choose a narrow target au-

dience in order to deliver a clear message. 
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Evolving for the future

A conclusion to this year’s NRF Retail’s Big Show is that it 
all comes down to catching the consumer’s attention. Your 
company’s message must be worth listening to, easy to un-
derstand and easy to spread. We are living in the era of At-
tention Economy. 

From the stage, James Curleigh, President, Global Brands 
at Levi’s, said Keep it simple in the front, sophisticated in 
the back. A message that captures a lot of our impressions 
from the fair. It takes a lot of effort and technology to en-
sure a seamless and comfortable customer journey. Nobody 
needs to offer everything, but everyone must find their way 
to renewal in order to survive in this rapidly changing con-
sumer world.

Keep it simple in the front, 
sophisticated in the back
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Visma Retail help retailers to successfully attract customers to their marketplaces, increase sales through enhanced shopping experience and create loyal customers. This by clever use of technology 
supporting all the necessary processes at all levels. We offer complete front- and backoffice solutions to your business with a wide variety of services. This includes point of sale applications, retail ERP, 
central systems for controlling and monitoring stores, e-commerce, loyalty system, and services such as project management, implementation, support, technical services and IT operations.
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